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ABSTRACT

Limiting warming to well below 2°C requires rapid and complete decarbonisation of energy systems. We compare economy-wide modelling of 1.5°C and 2°C scenarios with sector-focused analyses of four critical sectors that are difficult to decarbonise: aviation, shipping, road freight transport, and industry. We develop and apply a novel framework to analyse and track mitigation progress in these sectors. We find that emission reductions in the 1.5°C and 2°C scenarios of the IMAGE model come from deep cuts in CO₂ intensities and lower energy intensities, with minimal demand reductions in these sectors’ activity. We identify a range of additional measures and policy levers that are not explicitly captured in modelled scenarios but could contribute significant emission reductions. These are demand reduction options, and include less air travel (aviation), reduced transportation of fossil fuels (shipping), more locally produced goods combined with high load factors (road freight), and a shift to a circular economy (industry). We discuss the challenges of reducing demand both for economy-wide modelling and for policy. Based on our sectoral analysis framework, we suggest modelling improvements and policy recommendations, calling on the relevant UN agencies to start tracking mitigation progress through monitoring key elements of the framework (CO₂ intensity, energy efficiency, and demand for sectoral activity, as well as the underlying drivers), as a matter of urgency.

Key policy insights:

- Four critical sectors (aviation, shipping, road freight, and industry) cannot cut their CO₂ emissions to zero rapidly with technological supply-side options alone. Without large-scale negative emissions, significant demand reductions for those sectors’ activities are needed to meet the 1.5–2°C goal.
- Policy priorities include affordable alternatives to frequent air travel; smooth connectivity between low-carbon travel modes; speed reductions in shipping and reduced demand for transporting fossil fuels; distributed manufacturing and local storage; and tightening standards for material use and product longevity.
- The COVID-19 crisis presents a unique opportunity to enact lasting CO₂ emissions reductions, through switching from frequent air travel to other transport modes and online interactions.
- Policies driving significant demand reductions for the critical sectors’ activities would reduce reliance on carbon removal technologies that are unavailable at scale.
1. Introduction

The ambition of the Paris Agreement to limit global temperature rise to well below 2°C and pursue efforts to achieve 1.5°C requires deep emission reductions. Many studies show that cost-optimal paths reach net zero carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions around the middle of this century or slightly thereafter (Rogelj et al., 2016; Rogelj et al., 2018; Tavoni et al., 2015). ‘Net zero’ emissions can be reached by reducing emissions to zero in all sectors, or alternatively by offsetting remaining emissions in some sectors by active removal of CO2 from the atmosphere (IPCC, 2018). However, carbon dioxide removal (CDR) could lead to major trade-offs with other societal goals or could fail to perform at large scale (Drews et al., 2020; Fuss et al., 2014; Gaede & Meadowcroft, 2016; Hu et al., 2020; Ji et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2017; Lilliestam et al., 2012; Sharifzadeh et al., 2019; Vaughan et al., 2018; Yamagata, 2019); hence, extensive inclusion of CDR in future scenarios is contested (Low & Schäfer, 2020; Workman et al., 2020). While technologies to achieve zero CO2 emissions are available for some parts of the economy, zero CO2 emissions will be difficult to achieve quickly in a small number of sectors with technological change alone. These ‘critical sectors’ include aviation, shipping, road freight transport, and industry.

The four critical sectors are expected to have significant emission growth globally this century, even after applying foreseeable efficiency and technological improvements (EIA, 2016; ICAO, 2016; Lee, 2017; OECD/ITF, 2017). Decarbonisation challenges in the critical sectors include substantial expected growth in demand (Supplementary Information Figure 1 and Supplementary Information Table 1), and the lack of commercially available decarbonisation technologies or low-carbon operational practices. By contrast, other sectors, such as power, land-based passenger transport, buildings, and waste, have a range of tested and scalable emission-reduction opportunities (Davis et al., 2018; Luderer et al., 2018), although the barriers to implementing these opportunities are still substantial.

The challenges for fully decarbonising each critical sector share important similarities. For instance, the aviation sector’s own emissions analysis foresees substantial growth in global demand this century (ICAO, 2016). While improvements in energy efficiency are possible, the aviation industry expects growth in demand to outstrip gains in intensities, with emissions continuing to rise (Bows-Larkin et al., 2016; ICAO, 2016; Murphy et al., 2018). The sector’s prevalent emphasis is on offsetting and CDR, in particular through the UN’s Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for International Aviation (CORSIA) (Sustainable Aviation, 2020). While the dramatic decline in air travel due to the COVID-19 pandemic has ushered in much uncertainty about the future of aviation, the sector’s representatives expect that the demand for air travel will return to its pre-pandemic level within two to three years (ICAO, 2020; Willis Re, 2020). Other evidence to support this view includes fast bounce-backs after previous epidemics such as SARS and MERS (ICAO, 2020; Tiwari et al., 2020), as well as after the financial crises (Johnson, 2020). However, after the COVID-19 shock, the sector is unlikely to be able to afford large financial investments in technological mitigation options such as alternative fuels and electrification. In any case, it is relatively difficult for aviation to benefit from electric propulsion (a decarbonisation option technically available to the non-critical sectors), while biofuels and hydrogen are unlikely to scale up swiftly (Balcombe et al., 2019; Ball & Wietschel, 2009; Bows-Larkin et al., 2016; Drews et al., 2020; Gilbert et al., 2018; Hileman & Stratton, 2014; Searle & Malins, 2015).

The shipping sector also expects significant growth in global demand (Lee, 2017). Energy efficiency improvements to ships are expected to bring some gains across the fleet but low-carbon shipping fuels are currently either not technologically advanced enough or not affordable at scale (Smith et al., 2015; Traut et al., 2018).

In road freight transport, emissions have been increasing globally despite improvements in the energy efficiency of trucks (IEA, 2017). Electrification of road freight is far behind that of passenger cars, with light and medium electric trucks only recently moving out of the demonstration stage (McKinsey, 2017).

Finally, the industry sector has had a long-standing focus on process efficiency to cut costs and is exhausting the potential for further emission reductions from efficiencies (Allwood, 2013). The energy-intensive parts of industry, such as steel production, are particularly challenging and expensive to decarbonise, due to their demand for high-temperature heat (Griffin et al., 2016; Hammond, 2013).
As an additional challenge, electrification of these critical (and indeed other) sectors is only useful if abundant and reliable low-carbon power is available (EPRI, 2018; Keller et al., 2019; Luh et al., 2020), which would require a technological feat of scaling up clean electricity generation multi-fold, unless demand for sectoral activity – and, hence, demand for electricity – is dramatically reduced. Even if low-carbon electricity were plentiful, activities such as cement production would still be difficult to decarbonise, due to emissions from the production process itself (Allwood et al., 2020). So, while the literature originating from these sectors predicts continuing growth, reductions in the sectors’ activities might be necessary to meet stringent decarbonisation targets.

Efforts to estimate the emission reduction potentials and costs of mitigation options have largely focused on technological supply-side options for all of the critical sectors (De Souza et al., 2018; Heitmann & Peterson, 2014; Jiang et al., 2020; Mulholland et al., 2018; Muratori et al., 2017; Parsa et al., 2019; Wise et al., 2017), with some exceptions highlighting the importance of demand reduction (Grubler et al., 2018; Kesicki, 2012; Vogl et al., 2020). Our definition of demand reduction options covers ‘avoid’ and ‘shift’ actions in the Avoid-Shift-Improve framework used in the IPCC’s Fifth Assessment report (IPCC, 2014a), as these actions relate to consumers’ choice of whether (‘Avoid’) and how (‘Shift’) to travel and what goods to buy, rather than to technological innovations aimed at higher efficiencies (‘Improve’). While demand reduction options are under-researched, it remains challenging to incorporate such options in both scenario modelling and policy planning. The main policy implication of under-representing demand reduction options in models is that such options might be overlooked by policy-makers, with policies encouraging investment in technological supply-side options instead, including technologies untested at scale, such as CDR.

Therefore, we apply a novel sectoral analysis framework using the latest literature on demand reduction options that can particularly assist in meeting the 1.5°C climate goal, and in improving the representation of critical sectors in scenario modelling. Demand reductions in the critical sectors become ever more important for avoiding excessive reliance on negative-emission technologies as emission reduction targets increase in stringency from 2°C to ‘well below 2°C’, including 1.5°C.

Focusing on CO₂ emissions only, we use illustrative deep-mitigation emission scenarios for 1.5°C and 2°C, and a reference scenario, generated by the IMAGE integrated assessment model (IAM), as a learning tool for understanding the trends and drivers in the four critical sectors. Since IAMs represent technological options more thoroughly than demand reduction ones (Creutzig et al., 2016; Edelenbosch et al., 2017a; Edelenbosch et al., 2017b; Edelenbosch et al., 2018; Luderer et al., 2018; Van Den Berg et al., 2019), we suggest specific recommendations on modelling the demand reduction options for the four critical sectors, to enable IAMs to better inform policy-making. To this end, we propose how the sectoral analysis framework can help to both improve modelling and track real-world emission cuts in the critical sectors. Tracking progress towards the decarbonisation needs for the 1.5°C and well below 2°C temperature goals is crucial for identifying options with the largest mitigation potential, highlighting challenges, assessing feasibility and quantifying the scale of further mitigation needs. This work adds to existing studies on hard-to-abate sectors in model-based scenarios (Creutzig et al., 2016; Edelenbosch et al., 2017a; Edelenbosch et al., 2017b; Luderer et al., 2018; Van Den Berg et al., 2019) and, more broadly, to the literature on evaluating IAMs and making them more policy-relevant (Forster et al., 2018; Lovins et al., 2019; Schwanitz, 2013; Trutnevyte et al., 2019).

2. Methods

2.1. Representation of the critical sectors in the IMAGE model

IMAGE is a partial equilibrium energy and land model focusing on multi-decadal scenarios, and the model’s emission pathways compare to other IAMs (see Fricko et al. (2017) and Supplementary Information Figure 2). We use an economy-wide model, rather than separate sector-specific models, as economy-wide models are better set up to represent cross-sector dynamics and interactions, thereby representing demand reduction options more fully (McCarthy et al., 2018). The IMAGE model has separate modules for representing the critical sectors (Van Vuuren et al., 2017), including IMAGE Travel (Girod et al., 2012) and the industrial module (Van Ruijven et al., 2016). The Supplementary Information file contains detailed information on technological and cost assumptions used (Supplementary Information Tables 2–6 and Figures 3 and 4). In addition, Table 1
summarises how modelling can capture demand reduction options for each of the critical sectors, given the way the IMAGE modules work.

This paper uses three illustrative IMAGE scenarios (1.5°C, 2°C and Reference) based on the Shared Socioeconomic Pathway 2 (SSP2). Using only one SSP constrains uncertainties as to alternative future development pathways (reference scenarios), but provides necessary focus for the empirical analysis of critical sectors under different climate targets, which is the aim of this paper. A list of the IMAGE variables used in this study can be found in Supplementary Information Table 7. The data is available as part of the Scenario Explorer dataset hosted by the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) (Huppmann et al., 2019).

### 2.2. The Kaya Identity and sectoral analysis framework

As a starting point for deriving the sectoral analysis framework in Figure 1, we use the Kaya Identity (Kaya, 1989) modified by Peters et al. (2017), with the population component excluded:

\[ C = G \times \frac{E}{G} \times \frac{C}{E} \]

where \( C \) is \( \text{CO}_2 \) emissions, \( G \) is Gross Domestic Product, \( E/G \) is energy intensity of GDP, and \( C/E \) is \( \text{CO}_2 \) intensity of energy. To adjust this economy-wide Kaya Identity to the level of sectors, we substitute GDP by sectoral activity. Peters et al. (2017) further decompose the \( \text{CO}_2 \) intensity of energy into a share of fossil fuel-derived energy and the \( \text{CO}_2 \) intensity of this energy, and further break down each of these elements, respectively, into switching to renewable energy and switching to lower-carbon fossil fuels, as well as using carbon capture and storage. In our sectoral analysis framework (Figure 1), levels 1 and 2 are relevant across all sectors and, hence, were adopted from the study by Peters et al. (2017). The elements in levels 3 and 4 of the sectoral frameworks were selected based on a review of both peer-reviewed and grey literature on \( \text{CO}_2 \) emission reductions in transport and industry.

**Figure 1.** A sectoral analysis framework for tracking progress in decarbonising critical sectors, adapted from Peters et al. (2017). The decomposition indicators are in levels 1 and 2, while mitigation options and drivers are in levels 3 and 4. Acronyms: EV – electric vehicles; CCS – carbon capture and storage.
While following Peters et al. (2017) in developing the sectoral framework, we do not use a formal decomposition analysis, where the change in the dependent variable is algorithmically analysed as a function of changes in the independent variable. Instead, we use IMAGE output for carbon intensity, energy intensity and sectoral activity. As we do not calculate the contributions of the individual components to the total emissions in the model, it is not a decomposition analysis in the formal methodological sense. Instead, our decomposition is descriptive. Therefore, throughout this paper, we refer to ‘a decomposition’ but not a formal decomposition analysis.

We develop and apply Peters et al.’s (2017) nested version of the Kaya Identity to the critical sectors. Based on the broad literature research, the sectoral analysis framework Figure 1 shows how the Kaya Identities relate to sectoral mitigation options and drivers. The framework has four levels. Levels 1 and 2 present a hierarchical decomposition, with level 2 combining an indicator of sectoral activity, one of energy intensity, and one of CO2 intensity. Levels 3 and 4 are potential mitigation options and drivers, and these are not formally additive. We use the framework to connect the IMAGE model decomposition results (at levels 1 and 2, in Section 3.3), to the state-of-the-art research on the sectoral mitigation options (at levels 3 and 4, in Section 3.4).

After providing a quantitative decomposition of the critical sectors using the IMAGE scenarios (levels 1 and 2 of the critical analysis framework), we analyse potential options and drivers in decarbonising these sectors (levels 3 and 4) as follows:

- We discuss the aspects of levels 1 and 2 that most stood out in the decomposition and analyse how the model’s projections could be delivered in the real world;
- We use the sectoral analysis framework to identify which mitigation options are available in addition to those included in the IMAGE scenarios; and,
- We include, where available, quantitative information from the literature on the potentials of the mitigation options for reducing emission intensities, energy intensities and demand. The quantified potentials here are not additive, as they have been estimated through a variety of methods and would have non-linear impacts on the energy system if implemented.

3. Results and discussion

3.3. Decomposition of the critical sectors in the IMAGE scenarios

We use IMAGE as a learning tool to illustrate possible mitigation strategies. For levels 1 and 2 of our sectoral analysis framework, we examine how CO2 emissions in the four critical sectors are characterised in the IMAGE scenarios out to 2100. As the 1.5°C scenario entails earlier and higher annual emission reduction rates than the 2°C scenario (Figure 2a and Supplementary Information Figure 1), we identify which drivers lead to additional mitigation, particularly over the short term.

There are distinct trends in the decomposition indicators that result from differences between the scenarios. Without climate policy, CO2 emissions are projected to grow rapidly in aviation and road freight transport, mostly driven by a rapid increase in demand for sectoral activity (Figure 2a and Supplementary Information Figure 1). Slower growth in demand for sectoral activity in the 1.5°C scenario compared to 2°C allows for additional mitigation between 2020 and 2050 for all sectors (Supplementary Information Figure 6) except industry where activity levels are coupled to assumed growth in income. By 2100, changes in the level 2 decomposition indicators for the 2°C scenario catch up with the changes for the 1.5°C scenario (Figure 3). For energy intensity, the disparity between sectors is wider than for CO2 intensity in both low-carbon scenarios. Shipping is particularly slow at reducing its energy intensity. For aviation, road freight and industry, energy efficiency improvements are pursued so extensively both in the Reference scenario and in the 2°C scenario that the energy intensity indicator has little further potential for the 1.5°C climate goal in these three sectors. As activity levels grow substantially compared to the current level in all of the critical sectors (Figure 3), there are significant opportunities for decarbonisation through reducing sectoral activity. Levels 3 and 4 of the sectoral analysis framework (Figure 1) provided in the next section help understand these projected sectoral trends.
3.4. Options and drivers for decarbonising the critical sectors

3.4.1. Aviation

In IMAGE, the aviation sector’s deep mitigation relies not only on efficiency improvements and alternative fuels, but also on slower growth in sectoral activity by 2050, particularly in the 1.5°C scenario (Supplementary Information Figure 1). One key reason is that deep decarbonisation in the aviation sector is likely feasible in the required timeframe only if air travel decreases in some markets, particularly given an expectation of growth in industrialising nations (Bows-Larkin et al., 2016). To achieve CO₂ intensity improvements envisioned by the low-carbon scenarios, development and deployment of low-CO₂ fuels, such as hydrogen and synthetic paraffinic kerosene (a type of biofuel), are needed (Flade et al., 2016; Rheume & Lents, 2016) (level 3 in Figure 1). However, there are concerns about the costs, energy density and wider sustainability impacts of such fuels (Bows-Larkin et al., 2016; Drews et al., 2020; Hileman & Stratton, 2014; Searle & Malins, 2015). In addition, reducing weight, increasing aircraft lift-to-drag ratios, and improving engine efficiency (Szodruch et al., 2011), together with more seamless air traffic management and reduced cruising speed (Graham et al., 2014), can deliver incremental reductions in energy intensity (Schäfer et al., 2016).

For additional mitigation, reducing CO₂ intensity in the aviation sector would still be insufficient without some form of demand management, including behavioural changes (Graham et al., 2014), showing the

![Figure 2: Changes in sectoral CO₂ emissions compared to year 2005 (in percent) and their associated level 2 indicators of the sectoral analysis framework (Figure 1) for the critical sectors as represented in the IMAGE model for (a) the Reference, (b) the 2°C, and (c) the 1.5°C scenarios. ‘Service demand’ is sectoral activity. The shaded areas are the historical parts of the graphs. Absolute values are presented in Supplementary Figure 1 and Supplementary Table 1.](image-url)
importance of level 4 for the 1.5°C goal. Alternative energy sources, including low-carbon electricity, are not readily available for typical civilian aircraft, given the crucial role of safety in aircraft design, practicalities associated with low fleet turnover rates and propulsive power requirements for large aircraft. Therefore, a modal shift (level 4 in Figure 1) away from air transport, for example to high-speed trains, is the main option to deliver further large reductions in CO2 emissions (Bows-Larkin, 2015). With many people used to the current affordability, flexibility and speed of air travel, passenger acceptance will be a significant barrier to modal shifts and lower cruising speed particularly in wealthy nations (Graham et al., 2014).

As to quantifying the mitigation potential of the options, operational measures such as reduced time spent taxiing and continuous descent approaches can reduce fuel use by up to 5% per flight (CCC, 2009), although some of these theoretical savings may already have been realised (NATS, 2018). Using turboprops instead of narrow-body aircraft for short-haul flights can save at least 13% of fuel per flight (Graham et al., 2014). Circular economy measures for this sector have not been extensively quantified yet, and overlap with the industry sector. For instance, Huang et al. (2016) estimate that light-weighting aircraft parts through additive manufacturing could save up to 215 MtCO2eq across the fleet by 2050. In terms of carbon prices, all air traffic management measures combined can bring net benefits from -US$57/tCO2 to -US$105/tCO2, while the feasibility of biofuels depends on the price of jet fuel (Parsa et al., 2019; Schäfer et al., 2016). We could not locate quantitative research on large-scale modal shifts and demand reduction in aviation, except during the COVID-19 lockdown, which is not representative of long-term conditions. Studies tend to focus on incremental changes in price (e.g. a carbon price of US$17°), showing that demand is not sensitive to such changes (Markham et al., 2018),

---

**Figure 3.** Changes in the level 2 of the sectoral analysis framework (Figure 1), including service demand per capita, CO2 intensity and energy intensity, in 2050 and 2100 compared to 2005 (in percent) for the critical sectors as represented in the IMAGE model for the 1.5°C and 2°C scenarios. Absolute values are presented in Supplementary Figure 7.
particularly for long-haul and business trips (Larsson et al., 2019), although more significant price increases or a limit to airport expansion could yet suppress demand.

Among the studies on Marginal Abatement Cost (MAC) curves for aviation, Kesicki (2012) is a rare exception considering demand reduction alongside technological supply-side options. However, this study suggests that the mitigation potential of demand reduction options is low, despite recognising their importance for the critical sectors (ibid.). The marginal abatement costs for demand reduction vary from near zero to above US$318/tCO2 (ibid.), with the positive number suggesting that the study might not be distinguishing clearly between options reducing demand for energy and those reducing demand for sectoral activity. Other research includes an operational strategy related to demand reduction, namely higher load factor arising from reduced flight frequency, at net benefit of -US$115/tCO2 (Parsa et al., 2019; Schäfer et al., 2016). These authors also list ‘positive economic measures’ such as green taxes and carbon tax that might change people’s behaviour and hence demand, but there is no MAC estimate for those measures.

3.4.2. Shipping

In IMAGE, the shipping sector’s deep mitigation relies increasingly on changes in energy intensity between 2030 and 2040, particularly when moving from the 2°C to 1.5°C scenario (Supplementary Information Figure 1). To achieve the energy intensity improvements envisioned by the low-carbon scenarios, shipping has a wide range of options, including improving vessels’ propulsion efficiency (Bows-Larkin et al., 2014; Lindstad et al., 2011). Slow steaming (level 3 in Figure 1), i.e. deliberately reducing the speed of a ship, can take place immediately. However, due to concerns over competitiveness and necessary adjustments to supply chains (Lindstad et al., 2011), it is generally only used in response to changing economic conditions, such as during the global economic crisis of 2008 (Mander, 2017; Nelissen et al., 2016). Reductions in CO2 intensity can be achieved through wind-assisted propulsion (Traut et al., 2014), and alternative fuels such as biofuels, hydrogen and ammonia, although such fuels are likely to have other lifecycle impacts on land-use and emissions (Balcombe et al., 2019; Gilbert et al., 2018). Critically for shipping, when compared with aircraft, it is feasible to retrofit existing ships with low-carbon technologies, and given the timeframe for rapid decarbonisation, this will be an important and essential aspect of the mitigation effort for this sector (Bullock et al., 2020).

For additional mitigation, it would be necessary to reduce demand for international shipping (level 4 in Figure 1). Slow steaming stands out as a mitigation option, reducing both demand for energy and demand for sectoral activity. In addition, successful mitigation implies a move away from fossil fuels that constitute around 45% of global shipped trade by weight (UNCTAD, 2015). Therefore, demand for shipping such commodities would fall in response to successful decarbonisation over the coming decades and would be only partly replaced by bioenergy trade, mainly due to a more equal geographical distribution of biomass resources than of fossil fuel resources (Sharmina et al., 2017; Walsh et al., 2019). These changes would lead to even larger adjustments in supply chains than slow steaming would (Lindstad et al., 2011) and emphasise the unhelpful fragmentation of the sector between ship owners and ship charterers (Eide et al., 2011; Heitmann & Peterson, 2014).

As to quantifying the mitigation potential of the options, slow steaming and biofuels can reduce emissions from the shipping sector by 31–36% (Eide et al., 2011; Mander, 2017) and 57–79% (Gilbert et al., 2018) respectively. Wind-assisted propulsion could deliver more than 50% of energy required by a ship’s main engine when slow steaming (Traut et al., 2014). Emission reductions from hydrogen would depend on whether its production uses low-carbon electricity (Gilbert et al., 2018). Electric propulsion is being trialled on a small scale and depends on battery costs, while nuclear propulsion faces the challenges of safety, skills, legislation and public perception (Balcombe et al., 2019). It is difficult to estimate potential emission reductions from reduced demand for shipping, but they might be significant if, for example in line with low-carbon scenarios (IPCC, 2014b), the amount of shipped oil is reduced by a quarter and the amount of shipped coal is halved by 2050 compared to the current levels (Sharmina et al., 2017).

Among the studies on MAC curves for shipping, we located no research on large-scale demand-side reduction options. However, some of them did quantify slow steaming as part of operational measures, commenting that such measures have moderate costs and low mitigation potential (Heitmann & Peterson, 2014). Numbers are not disaggregated for different measures, but slow steaming is located within the calculated
narrow price range of US$34.5–35.7/tCO₂ (ibid.). By contrast, Yuan et al. (2016) show that slow steaming has the highest abatement potential among all of the operational and even technical measures: between 19% and 36% of the total calculated potential from reducing speed by 10% and 20% respectively. While it is a cost-efficient option on its own yielding a net benefit ranging from -US$250/tCO₂ to -US$2,500/tCO₂, when the need to buy new vessels to deliver the same amount of shipped trade is incorporated, it becomes the most expensive option (ibid.).

### 3.4.3. Road freight transport

In IMAGE, the road freight sector’s deep mitigation mainly relies on changes in CO₂ intensity by 2050 in the 1.5°C scenario, with the 2°C scenario catching up by 2100, particularly compared to the Reference scenario (Supplementary Information Figure 1). To achieve the CO₂ intensity improvements envisioned by the low-carbon scenarios, road freight transport has a short-term option to use biodiesel or alcohol fuels such as bioethanol (Kampman et al., 2013), with no change needed to road transport infrastructure (level 3 in Figure 1). However, biofuel supplies are limited and required by other sectors. While freight vehicles cannot be lightweighted to the same extent as passenger cars, energy intensity of road freight can decrease significantly.

For additional mitigation, further energy intensity improvements could be achieved through optimising routes, linking trucks in a convoy and maximising load factors (IEA, 2017). Greening et al. (2019) argue that articulated lorries will need to be electrified if the road freight sector is to reduce its CO₂ emissions by 80% by 2050 from 1990 levels. While some studies claim that the use of batteries for road freight is feasible at scale (Phadke et al., 2019), others are cautious (Fulton et al., 2015; Greening et al., 2019; Mai et al., 2018; McKinsey, 2017). For light and medium trucks, an extensive use of batteries by mid-century is possible, whereas heavy trucks would benefit most from developments in hydrogen fuel cells (Keller et al., 2019), although fuel cells are considered less advantageous than biofuels for long-haul truck ranges (Fulton et al., 2015). Widespread use of hydrogen is more likely in freight than passenger vehicles, because freight vehicles have more storage capacity for this fuel. Reductions in freight demand, for example through localising the production and storage of goods (level 4 in Figure 1), could alleviate the burden on the CO₂ intensity and energy intensity indicators. However, shorter trip distances would need to be combined with high utilisation rates for vehicles, extrapolating from research findings on passenger transport (Schäfer & Yeh, 2020). To reduce the need for transporting goods, consumption habits and supply chains would have to undergo major changes, which would be challenging to capture in modelling. Modal shift to rail or inland waterways may be possible in some regions but would require additional infrastructure to accommodate high volumes of freight.

As to quantifying the mitigation potential of the options, a programme to improve the efficiency of freight vehicles through lightweighting, low-resistance tyres, maximising aerodynamics, reduction of power use for auxiliary services, and waste heat recovery, could double the fuel efficiency of conventional trucks (Freightliner, 2015). The ‘physical Internet’ system where logistics information would be openly shared (Montreuil, 2011) could improve efficiency across the system by 20% but would require unprecedented collaboration across supply chains (IEA, 2017; Mulholland et al., 2018). Researchers estimate a potential reduction in greenhouse gases (GHGs) of up to 60% by 2050 from combining improvements in efficiency, logistics and alternative fuels (Mulholland et al., 2018). As with the shipping sector, emission reductions from hydrogen would depend on whether it is produced and liquefied using low-carbon energy. Few studies focus on circular economy measures for transport, overlapping with the industry sector where quantitative assessments are available. For example, material substitution as part of lightweighting for heavy duty vehicles has a small mitigation potential of up to 7.5% of the mainly technological supply-side options, but rarely breaks even or is at the higher cost end of the MAC curves, at up to US$466/tCO₂ (Schroten et al., 2012). Remanufacturing has a higher mitigation potential than material substitution, with a potential to cut lifecycle GHG emissions by up to 70% compared to a new engine (Hertwich et al., 2019).

Among the studies on MAC curves for road freight transport, research is, again, focused on technological supply-side options, based both on our own search and a systematic literature review by Jiang et al. (2020). Such options are limited to improving CO₂ intensity and energy intensity. Efficiency can be improved at low or negative carbon prices, while alternative fuels might need carbon prices in excess of US$100/tCO₂eq. (IPCC, 2014a; OECD/ITF, 2010), with the average cost of emission reductions negative at -US$4 to -US$20/
tCO₂eq. (OECD/ITF, 2010). Fuel cells for road freight lead to an estimated abatement cost of US$55/tCO₂eq., while for batteries the abatement costs vary from US$126/tCO₂eq. to nearly US$1,400/tCO₂eq. depending on the grid’s fuel mix (Keller et al., 2019).

3.4.4. Industry
In IMAGE, the industry sector’s deep mitigation mainly relies on changes in CO₂ intensity after 2030 in the 1.5°C scenario, and after 2060 in the 2°C scenario, particularly compared to the Reference scenario (Supplementary Information Figure 1). To achieve CO₂ intensity improvements envisioned by the low-carbon scenarios, industry can use fuel switching in the short term and carbon capture and storage (CCS) in the long term (level 4 in Figure 1), although CCS is expected to add costs (Hammond, 2013) and has significantly higher lifecycle emissions than previously thought (Hammond & O’Grady, 2014). While energy intensity improvements can contribute to further emission reductions, the industry sector is already highly energy efficient (Allwood, 2013).

For additional mitigation, the potential of demand reduction remains untapped when moving from the Reference pathway to 2°C to 1.5°C. Studies acknowledge the technological limits of powering this sector with electricity (Luh et al., 2020; Vercoulen et al., 2018; Vine & Ye, 2018), compared to, for example, the transport sector (Mai et al., 2018), and suggest an increased use of natural gas (EPRI, 2018; Luh et al., 2020) or even a reduction in the sector’s output in line with available low-carbon electricity (Allwood et al., 2020). Decarbonisation for 1.5°C, avoiding heavy reliance on bioenergy and low-carbon electricity needed in other sectors, requires a re-design of industrial processes to achieve a more efficient use of resources, and hence reductions in demand for sectoral activity, through material efficiency and the circular economy (Allwood et al., 2011; Allwood et al., 2020; Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2014; Milford et al., 2013) (levels 3 and 4 in Figure 1). Changes in industry structure, as production shifts towards light industry, would also lead to some decarbonisation, although these changes might be difficult to incorporate in modelling. The key components of the industry sector (iron & steel, aluminium, cement, pulp & paper, and plastics) could reduce emissions through light-weighting, extension of lifecycle, non-destructive recycling, and material substitution (Allwood et al., 2010). A key challenge to implementing these options is the required unprecedented restructuring of supply chains and international trade (Cooper et al., 2017). More fundamentally, the circular economy approach might challenge the necessity of economic growth relying on virgin materials (Pauliuk & Müller, 2014) as well as the necessity of owning products as opposed to sharing them (Allwood et al., 2020).

As to quantifying the mitigation potential of the options, material efficiency can save an estimated 43% of the current CO₂ emissions embodied in the manufacturing of vehicles through reducing and reusing steel and other metals (Allwood et al., 2020; Scott et al., 2018). Other research suggests that material efficiency is already well utilised in industry overall and would yield less than 10% of CO₂ emission reductions (Pauliuk & Müller, 2014). Material substitution might have a significantly higher mitigation potential than material efficiency. For example, using bio-derived alternatives for polyethylene terephthalate (PET) could save up to 55% of GHG emissions (Eerhart et al., 2012) and up to 86% for chemical products (Adom et al., 2014). Closed-loop supply chains applied to PET components in cars could save up to 73% of CO₂ emissions (Chavez & Sharma, 2018), while increasing current recycling rates by six percentage points could save CO₂ emissions by 20% by 2040 (IEA, 2020). Circular economy measures as a package could help achieve ‘the 2°C benchmark’ in the sector (Pauliuk & Müller, 2014) and to bridge around 50% of the economy-wide emission gap between a business-as-usual pathway and nations’ Paris Agreement commitments (Blok et al., 2016). However, circular economy options can increase emissions in some cases and might need to be evaluated on a lifecycle basis case by case (Gallego-Schmid et al., 2020). It is evident that circular-economy options often cut across several sectors that are part of or adjacent to industry, including manufacturing, transport, building materials and construction, and plastics (Rissman et al., 2020), so should be tracked and implemented at a systems level.

Among the studies on MAC curves, research is scarcer for industry than for the other critical sectors and, again, focused on technological supply-side options (Jiang et al., 2020). For example, replacing natural gas and fuel oil with a low-carbon energy source such as ethanol is at the expensive end of the curve, with carbon prices at US$390/tCO₂ and US$284/tCO₂ respectively (De Souza et al., 2018). Improvements in energy intensity, on the other hand, can be achieved at net benefit of -US$122/tCO₂ (ibid.), and create co-benefits ranging from US$3/tCO₂ to US$39/tCO₂ (Yang et al., 2013). The use of CCS for industrial processes
Table 1.
A summary of demand reduction options, their representation in IMAGE, and future steps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current representation of the demand reduction options in IMAGE</th>
<th>Challenges of deeper representation in IMAGE</th>
<th>Future steps for global integrated assessment modelling of mitigation pathways</th>
<th>Policy recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Aviation**  
Large-scale modal shifts | Climate policy in IMAGE implemented through a carbon price will result in the more carbon intensive transport modes becoming relatively more expensive. This results in a modal shift to less carbon intensive modes. The sensitivity of the modal shift response is calibrated to historical distribution of modal shares relative to their costs. | Modelling dynamically the behaviour response to non-cost factors is a challenge as robust quantifications of behavioural responses, and costs of policy implementation, are not available. | Include other policy instruments that could encourage modal shifts, such as improved land-based connectivity, improved virtual connectivity, public transport services. Alternatively, test potentials of modal shift through scenario analysis. |
| **Large-scale reduction in demand (e.g. for leisure and business flying)** | If transport is more expensive due to carbon tax implementation, then distance that can be travelled within the travel money budget (based on historical trends across regions) becomes smaller. | The challenge is to quantify drivers of this demand reduction, as well as distinguishing trip purpose to understand (e.g. shares of business trips). | Empirical analysis of transport demand response to reduction incentives, (e.g. awareness, digitalisation). Alternatively, test potentials of demand reduction through scenario analysis. |
| **Shipping**  
Slow steaming | Climate policy in IMAGE implemented through a carbon price will result in the more carbon intensive transport modes becoming relatively more expensive. This results in a modal shift to less carbon intensive modes. As shipping has a relatively low carbon intensity, a shift to shipping will follow carbon price implementation. | Quantification of modal shift drivers (e.g. how is the speed of freight modes valued). | Impose speed restrictions at the regional or International Maritime Organisation level. Provide incentives for distributed manufacturing and local storage to reduce the need for freight. This could be feasible if 3-D printing becomes more mainstream. Reduce demand of fossil fuels that constitute a large part of demand for shipping. |
| **Large-scale modal shifts** | Not included | Quantifying the value of the increased transportation time. | |
| **Large-scale reduction in demand (e.g. for shipping fossil fuels)** | Collecting shipping route data. Linking the product demand (e.g. fossil fuels, agricultural products, cars) to shipping km required. | Relating the demand for shipping to the trade of goods. Demand reduction could follow more local production, reduced consumption, or more efficient logistic planning. | Provide incentives for distributed manufacturing and local storage. |
| **Road freight**  
Large-scale modal shifts | See shipping | | |

(Continued)
is estimated to be one of the most expensive technological supply-side options, at an estimated US$29/tCO₂ excluding the cost of transporting and storing CO₂ (De Souza et al., 2018), and up to US$70/tCO₂ (Leeson et al., 2017), with a caveat that information on this technology is perhaps too limited to have confidence in the estimates.

3.4.5. Future steps for modelling and policy targeting the critical sectors
Using the sectoral analysis framework to unpick the IMAGE scenario modelling clearly shows that demand reduction measures enhance mitigation potentials in the four critical sectors. This finding has implications for policy advice arising from such modelling. In Table 1 we summarise the demand reduction options for each sector, possible next steps for their integration in IMAGE and global IAMs more generally, and policy recommendations arising from our synthesis of literature.

4. Conclusions
We find that, in line with other IAMs, most of the mitigation effort in the 1.5°C and 2°C IMAGE illustrative scenarios for the four critical sectors comes from deep cuts in CO₂ intensity, delivered through low-carbon energy sources and associated technologies, together with higher energy efficiency. To increase the chances of achieving net zero CO₂ emissions, through diversifying a range of mitigation options, demand for each sector’s activities needs to be reduced. Our analysis shows that additional mitigation opportunities do exist and need to be better represented in modelling and more consistently implemented in practice. Such mitigation opportunities include modal shift for aviation, slow steaming for shipping, local production of goods for road freight transport, and circular economy for the industry sector. Analysis of demand reduction options for decarbonisation is therefore an important complement to models to ensure that the full portfolio of mitigation options can inform policy decisions.

In IMAGE, such demand reduction options are currently represented in a stylised way through price elasticities and, in the transport sector, through the travel money budget concept. Climate policy, using a carbon price, would increase the price of carbon-intensive travel, therefore the demand for air travel would be expected to be supressed if the price signal were sufficient (Schafer & Victor, 2000). However, as evident in the model results, this effect tends to be small due to aviation’s CO₂ emissions being associated with a small percentage of the global population. Carbon prices in the modelled industry sector would affect production costs and incentivise material efficiency, for example in the cement and steel sub-sectors. Such
elasicities are based on the past: a comparison of implicit transport elasticities of several IAMs with historical data shows that, in general, models and the empirical data agree (Edelenbosch et al., 2017c). Furthermore, policies that affect consumers’ demand through non-price mechanisms could be better represented (Mccarthy et al., 2018). For rapid decarbonisation going beyond the past and current trends, the demand reduction options identified here could be assessed through scenario analysis, which for these specific mitigation measures might be more suitable than carbon prices and elasticities. Examples of specific demand reduction options modelled as scenarios, rather than dynamically, include lifestyle changes (Van Sluisveld et al., 2016), improvements in energy-service efficiency (Grubler et al., 2018), and access to clean air, water and energy, which, according to modelling, leads to lower sectoral activity (Van Vuuren et al., 2017). Estimating the economic, environmental and social impacts of the demand reduction options that are currently under-represented or only implicitly included in models is an important area for future research. We also note that future studies in this area need to draw a clear distinction between options for reducing energy demand (achievable through the ‘Improve’ and ‘Shift’ actions of the IPCC’s Avoid-Shift-Improve framework (IPCC, 2014a)) and options for reducing service demand (mainly achievable through the ‘Avoid’ actions). Another important avenue for research would arise if the impact of COVID-19 on the aviation sector turns out to be a long-term trend. In this case, many modelling exercises would need to be revisited, potentially through an ensemble of models rather than individual IAMs, given the vast uncertainty involved, and with feedbacks affecting not only the aviation sector but the entire economy.

Economy-wide modelling insufficiently characterises the potential contribution of demand reduction to cutting CO2 emissions in the four critical sectors. This issue can lead to poorly informed policy choices that focus predominantly on technology-driven opportunities, rather than on those reducing or slowing down sectoral activity. As a priority, options for mitigating emissions through driving down demand for air travel, reducing shipping speed to cut the energy consumed, reduced transportation of fossil fuels, and circular economy measures for industry should be readily available and well parameterised within models.

In practice, the identified mitigation options face deep structural challenges. For the sectoral activity indicator in the sectoral analysis framework (Figure 1), significant reductions in demand, both for travel and for industrial outputs, would require disruptive changes in logistics and, for some, in lifestyle. Real and perceived adverse impacts of reducing sectoral activity on GDP and human wellbeing are a barrier to both modelling and adopting such measures in practice. The winding down of sectoral activity through reduced demand is likely to be delayed by associated lobby groups and would contribute to unemployment and the need for mass retraining programmes. For the energy intensity indicator, slow steaming in shipping might be uncompetitive unless adopted by all, whereas the introduction of electric and hydrogen fuel cell trucks would need substantial investment in infrastructure. For the CO2 intensity indicator, the key barriers are potentially high lifecycle emissions of alternative fuels and the sustainable availability of biomass for electricity, heat and transport fuels, needed across the entire economy beyond the four sectors.

To put the identified mitigation options in practice, policies should encourage a culture where alternatives to frequent air travel for leisure and business are acceptable and mainstream. Incentives should target travel by the transport modes that have a high potential for decarbonisation, with greater connectivity provided between such modes. Replacing the majority of business travel with online interactions is both possible and affordable, as the experience during the COVID-19 lockdown has demonstrated. Incentives for distributed manufacturing and local storage would reduce the need for freight, both by ship and truck. Speed restrictions imposed at the International Maritime Organisation level could produce immediate reductions in emissions from international shipping. Other regulatory measures should include tightening standards for material use in the industry sector.

We argue that tracking CO2 intensity, energy efficiency and demand for sectoral activity, as well as the underlying drivers, across all critical sectors, is an urgent necessity. In other words, the tracking of mitigation progress should go beyond the existing monitoring of absolute CO2 emissions, as our sectoral analysis framework (Figure 1) shows. Monitoring and coordinating mitigation progress consistently across nations and years would best be done by an international agency such as the United Nations, whose Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) already has the infrastructure to do so. Therefore, we call for reporting requirements
under the UNFCCC and Paris Agreement to be expanded to include key elements of the sectoral analysis framework.

Our recommendation to monitor the Kaya-related indicators in each of the critical sectors is an important adjustment to the current system of tracking and reporting emissions, but could be implemented swiftly, building on the existing UNFCCC reporting provisions. Other policy recommendations, such as reductions in demand for sectoral activity, indeed imply a more radical change. What policy conditions do we need to create, or to advise on, in order to ensure implementation? Key to progress is introducing policy recommendations at just the right time to be able to take advantage of momentum. The ongoing COVID-19 upheaval has seen multiple calls to avoid returning to the old normal, but rather to invest in low-carbon measures for economic recovery in order to ‘build back better’ (UN, 2020), thereby boosting the political feasibility of our policy recommendations.

For these reasons, we were disappointed to see recent policy recommendations from influential bodies (CCC, 2020; Energy, 2020; IEA, 2020) to build a low-carbon recovery from the COVID-19 shock almost entirely on technological supply-side options. Given the contested feasibility and future scenarios of mitigation (Low & Schäfer, 2020) and the enormity of the 1.5–2°C challenge, we argue that it is appropriate and necessary to diversify mitigation options, particularly related to demand, in order to increase the resilience of the world’s mitigation effort. Without substantial demand reductions in the critical sectors of transport and industry, the burden of decarbonisation will shift towards the offsetting role of CDR technologies (Vaughan et al., 2018; Workman et al., 2020). A deep and rapid decarbonisation of the critical sectors discussed here would reduce reliance on such technologies that carry substantial risks and are yet to be demonstrated at scale.

Note

1. Where MAC values were expressed in values other than US$, we converted them to US$ for comparability using the Bank of England exchange rates from 24 September 2020.
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